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Advice for the Soul
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
0soul, take your seat at the eye center and have the darshan of the
Master.
and Mahatmas, Beloveds of
God, come into this world carrying
the message of love, because God is love.
Lovingly they explain to us that we should
not have any enmity or hatred towards
anybody or any community in this world;
we should keep our heart open for everyone and our heart should be full of love
for all people, regardless of their religion
or their communities.
Saints and Mahatmas do not come into
this world to give us the training of fighting with other people or with each other.
They do not come into this world to teach
us criticism and backbiting or hating
others, and they do not come into this
world to make us obtain name and fame
and the power of this world. They come
into this world to teach us about God and
to develop the love of God within us.
There is one kind of Mahatma, like
Kabir, Guru Nanak, Swami Ji Maharaj,
who come prepared from the Real Home,
who establish many paths, and again and
again change Their physical form and
come into this world and do Their work.
And there is another kind of Mahatma,
those who take refuge in the Mahatmas
who have come prepared from the Real
Home, and who mould their lives according to their instructions and who make
their souls free from the clutches of
AINTS
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This Satsang was given at Sant Bani
Ashram, Village 16 PS, Rajasthan, India,
on January 1, 1985.
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the Negative Power. In fact, this kind of
Mahatma, who seem to be becoming prepared in this world, are also chosen by
God and are sent in this world by God
Himself. But only to teach the people the
truth, they show us that without going to
the Master they cannot obtain liberation
and perfect themselves. That is why before they come to the feet of the Master
physically they seem to search a lot, and
it makes no difference to them whether
they are born in poverty or wealth; unless they meet the Master physically, day
and night they are restless, yearning for
that moment when they can see and meet
their Master, so that after meeting Him,
suffering thirst and hunger day and night,
and working hard day and night, they
would be able to do the meditation and
become perfect. Such Mahatmas always
remember this purpose of their coming
into this world, and unless their purpose
is achieved, they do not rest. That is why
those Masters, day and night both when
they are in search of God, and after they
have met the Master, work hard in their
meditation: to show other people that
without working hard for God, He cannot be obtained.
When those Mahatmas come in this
world, taking the human body, as long
as it is the will of God, they live in the
body for fifty or sixty years or whatever
is planned according to God's will; but
even then they live in this world like the
lotus lives on the surface of the water.
Sant Satgurus are omnipresent, and at
the same time they are present at one
place physically. Because of their human
body, they seem to be present at one place

at a time. But because of the form of the
Shabd which is what they are, they are
present everywhere.
The question arises: how can we see the
Shabd form of the Master who is present
everywhere, including within us? Swami
Ji Maharaj says, "First of all you remove
the physical covering which is covering
your soul." When we are in the physical
body and are working through it, we see
our Master also in His physical form
through the Satsangs, and through His
talks He explains to us how we have to
withdraw from the physical body and go
within. When we go within according to
His instructions, remove the physical
cover from our soul, and start working
in the astral plane, assuming our astral
body, we see our Master present there in
His Astral Form. Over there also, He explains to us the Path which we have to
take. He lovingly says, "Dear son, or
daughter, this is your Path and you
should follow me and walk on it." He tells
us not to go to the side, not to walk on
that path which we are not supposed to.
And lovingly He guides us there.
And when, according to His mstructions, we withdraw from the astral plane
and reach the causal plane, we see our
Master in His Causal Form there, and
there also He guides us and lovingly explains to us how to progress further. Furthermore, when we reach Par Brahm, after removing the physical, astral and
causal covers from our soul, we see the
Master present there in His Real Form,
in the form of the Shabd. And there we
come to know how Master was present at
every single plane before we reached
there, and how He is present in the Form
of the Shabd everywhere.
And that is why here Swami Ji Maharaj
says that if you want to see the Real Form
of the Master, the Shabd Form, what
should you do? You should make the
tisra-ti1 or third eye the seat for your soul.

Because unless we remove our attention
from the outer world, withdraw from the
physical body, and go into the Par
Brahm, the third stage, we cannot see the
Master in His Real Form. Swami Ji Maharaj says, "Make the habit, whether you
are sleeping or awake, whether you are
walking or talking, of always keeping
your attention at the eye center--if you
want to have the real darshan of the
Master."
Master Kirpal Singh Ji used to say that
such Mahatmas do not come in this world
for any particular group or country, because the whole universe is their family
and all creatures in this universe are their
family members.
It is because of us that we divide ourselves into groups after the Masters have
left their physical world and physical
body. Because of our lack of understanding, since we have not meditated and do
not know the Reality, we have not gone
within. That is why we do not know the
glory of the Master, and that is why we
divide ourselves into groups after the
Master has left. Then our condition becomes like this: If a few people come and
tell us that such and such person is the
Mahatma, even though we have not seen
His glory inside, we start believing in
Him. But then if some other people come
and tell us that that person is not a Mahatma, then our faith is lost. Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say. "If you have
seen the glory of the Master within, no
matter if the whole world tells you that
He is not the Mahatma, you will not believe them," because you have seen the
Reality of the Master within and there is
no way that you can lose your faith. If
you have seen that a certain animaI is a
horse, it doesn't matter if the whole world
comes and tells you that he is a bullock;
you will not believe them because you
have known for sure. If we have seen the
Master's reality and glory within with our
SANT BANI

own eyes, then there is no way we can lose
our faith in Him.

Every day listen to the Shabda Guru,
meeting the Beloved Friend.
So long as the Saints are living in the
physical body they never say, "We are the
Masters," or "We connect you with ourselves." No, they don't talk like that. They
always say that Shabd or Naam is your
real Master.
That is why Swami Ji Maharaj says,
"Listen to that Naam, listen to that
Shabd"; go within and all your doubts will
vanish. Because that sound of the Master, the Naam, is sounding within you
every day.
It is very important to remain settled
at tisra-ti1 or the eye center if you want
to hear the Shabd, because the Shabd is
sounding at the eye center. Unless the iron
is brought into the magnetic field, the
magnet does not attract it. In the same
way, unless we take our soul to the eye
center which is the magnetic field for the
Shabd, the Shabd will not pull our soul
up. Even though we may hear the Sound
before reaching the eye center, if we have
not made the habit of remaining still there
and have not made our eye center as our
seat, even though we may hear the Shabd,
it will not pull our soul up because we
have not brought our soul to the right
place.

The beauty of the Master is very
great; within, it is like the light of
the sun.
Who loves the Master? One within whom
that Form of the Master gets manifested.
Only those who meditate, who obey the
commandments of the Master, who go
within and manifest His Form there, have
real love and liking for the Master, and
only they have real respect and appreciation for Him. They always like to look at
the attractive form of the Master because

that form of the Master has been
manifested within them. So those who
have seen the Master within, only they are
the ones who have the real respect and appreciation for the Master outside. Whenever they look outside they see the form
of the Master there, and whenever they
look inside, there also the form of their
Master is manifested.

When the lotus blooms, (the honey
bee) gets happiness by loving it.
What kind of love do such disciples have
for their Master? What kind of happiness
do they feel when they see the form of the
Master? He says that such disciples have
love like the honeybee has for the flower.
When the lotus is in bloom it is on the surface of the water, and the honeybee is attracted towards it. The flower does not
do anything to bring that honeybee in his
contact; it is the honeybee who is attracted by the flower; all day he remains
there with it. When the evening comes
and the lotus closes up, even then the
honeybee is not ready to give up its company. He is caught in the petals of the lotus, and either he remains there all night
or he dies. But he will not give up the
company of his beloved even for a moment. So such disciples who have gone
within and have seen the attractive form
of their Master within, their love for the
Master becomes like the love of the
honeybee for the lotus.

0 Friend, those who have darkness
within them do not get the kno wledge of the Master.
The religions and communities that say,
"What is the use of going to the Master?
What d o we have to get from the Master? Just that Master who came in the past
is enough, and we do not need to go to
any present Master who doesn't exist
anywayv- for them Masters do not need
to be critical, but They tell us the truth.
SANT BANI

They say that such religions and communities do not have the affection for God
and are not fond of doing the devotion
of God. Master Kirpal Singh Ji used to
say that a child who was born in the past
needed the mother as much as the child
who is born at the present time needs the
mother. In the same way, if the people
who were born in the past needed the
guidance of the Master, then the people
who are born in this time also need the
company of the Master. That is why
Masters say that the darkness of ignorance does not go away from those who
do not go to the Perfect Master after getting the human body and receive Naam
Initiation from Him.
Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says that
those who are without the mantra from
the Master are living as though there were
a curse on their lives; he compares them
to dogs, pigs, snakes, crows. What else
can Guru Sahib say? Guru Arjan even
goes so far as to say, "Those eyes should
be closed which do not see the Master,
those ears should be sealed which do not
hear the Shabd of the Master."

If the perfect Satgum is not met, one
wanders in the ocean of life.
Now the question of life arises. He says
that if in this lifetime one does not meet
the Perfect Master, he will not get liberation, and if by mistake one goes to some
greedy imperfect mahatma, even then he
will not get liberation.
Paltu Sahib says, "Nowadays one who
is accompanied by ten or twenty people
is called a mahant- Dear ones, parties
cannot make Masters." Of course, you
can make people follow you but they cannot make you the Master. Sunder Das
had the opportunity to meditate with the
instructions of Master Kirpal, and Master Kirpal showed him within what happens to false masters; you can read that
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account* and you will know that not even
the Negative Power forgives those people
who act as false masters and deceive other
people.
You know that it takes more than sixteen years to get a master's degree. If
someone says, "My teacher has told me
that I have got this degree without working for sixteen years," it is possible that
some people will believe him. But the
government will not believe him unless he
has passed the examination and has the
degree in writing; the government will not
give him any job and he will not be accepted as one who holds the master's degree. In the same way, if someone says
that without working in meditation, without sacrificing on the Path of the Masters,
he has become the Master, God will not
accept that. God will not believe that because without working hard and without
sacrificing one cannot become the Master. Of course you can make people follow you, and believe that you have become the Master. But God will not open
His door to you unless you have sacrificed
for Him and unless you have worked hard
in meditation.
Often I have said that before going to
any Master and taking him as your Master, you should find out about his life, if
he has done any sacrifice for God or has
worked hard, if he has sat for the meditation or not. Because he who has
sacrificed for God can teach you how to
sacrifice for Him, and only he who has
worked hard can make you work hard,
do meditation and go within. How can he
who has not worked hard, and has not
sacrificed, teach you about sacrifice and
about working hard? He himself has not
done it and he does not know anything
about it. Only a wrestler can teach you
how to wrestle; only that Perfect One who
has worked hard and gone within and
* In Support for the Shaken Sangat, by A.S. Oberoi.

sacrificed for God can teach you about
all those things. People who have not
worked hard and who have not met God
may tell you, "Come to us and we will
make your soul go up," but is that possible? If they have not become successful
in taking their own soul up, how is it possible that they will take your soul up?
Guru Nanak Sahib says that the condition of such people is like that mouse who
is not able to fit in his hole himself, but
he is accompanied by many other mice
and he wants to help all of them get in.
Supreme Father Kirpal used to tell us
not to look at how many students go to
a school; it is how many who pass their
examinations and graduate that counts.
In the same way, He used to say, "Don't
think that because over there there are
many people, that one is the perfect Master." Because this isnot the criterion, that
if many people are going to one person,
he is the Master. He used to say that you
should see whether that Mahatma has
done meditation or not. Only that Master who has stayed up all night, worked
hard, and done a lot of meditation can
become the Perfect Master.
When we get the Perfect Master, when
we receive the Perfect Naam Initiation,
after that we should honestly meditate on
the Shabd Naam and not search for anything else. It is all right to search for the
Perfect Being before we meet Him. But
once we have got Him and take initiation
from Him, our search is ended and we
should honestly do our meditation.
I have received the Satguru. I sacrifice myself.

Now He says, "In the human birth which
God has given me I have met the Perfect
Master. Now I sacrifice myself for that
Master." Guru Angad Dev Ji Maharaj
says, "I sacrifice myself on that Master
and remember Him a hundred times a
day. For Him it did not take even a mo8

ment to change human beings into God."

I remain looking at Him, as the
Moonbird looks at the moon.
Now He says, "What kind of love do I
have for my Master? The moon has risen
in the sky and I am on this earth like a
moonbird. I gaze at my Master like the
moonbird gazes at the moon. And just as
that moonbird does not remove his attention even for a moment from the moon,
in the same way, I also don't like to remove my attention from my Master." Regarding the darshan of the Master, Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say, "While
you are having the darshan of the Master in the satsang you should be so much
absorbed in the darshan that you do not
even look even for a moment towards the
party who may be sitting right next to the
Master. Your attention should be always
towards the Master and you should go on
looking at the forehead of the Master between His two eyes. And then you will see
what kind of glory you will experience."
Further, He used to say that after you
have had His darshan in the satsang, you
should keep doing your Simran at least
for some time, so that you may not lose
the benefit of the darshan which you have
had of the Master.
The commander of my army unit used
to go to see Master Sawan Singh very often; he had a lot of love and affection for
Him. Once I remember that he asked
Master Sawan Singh about the darshan
of the Master when He was sitting in His
room and talking to people, and He replied, "I will say, regarding the darshan
of the Master, that you should continue
looking at the Master even when He is
talking to other people. You should not
pay any attention to the person with
whom the Master is talking. Your attention should always be towards the Master because if you are paying attention to
the person with whom your Master is
SANT BANI

talking it means that you are becoming
disrespectful to the Master who is Almighty, the Owner of the Creation, and
who has come in this world and taken up
this body full of dirt and sufferings only
for your sake. If you remove your attention from the Master even for a moment
it is as though you are being disrespectful to Him and do not appreciate Him."

The Satguru is the form of the
Shabda. He lives in the sky.
The Satguru is not the body, He is the
Shabd. He has taken up the body only for
a short time, but in fact He is the Shabd.
For that matter, the body of the disciple
is not the disciple and the body of the
Master is not the Master. The form of the
disciple is the soul and the form of the
Master is the Shabd. Master in the form
of the Shabd always remains in the Real
Home; one foot is in this world and His
other foot is in Sach Khand. Whenever
He wants He can go back there; whenever
He opens His eyes He is in the world,
when He closes His eyes He is back in His
real abode with the Almighty Lord.
When the Siddhas asked Guru Nanak
who was the disciple and who was the
Master, He repIied, "Shabd is my Master
and my soul is his disciple."

You are also the Form of the Soul.
Remain attached to the Master.
Now Swami Ji Maharaj is advising the
soul; He says, "Even the soul of the disciple is not a small power. The soul is being covered by many things, and she has
forgotten that she is a very big power.
You continue following the Shabd and
you will see that you are not different
from the Shabd."

In your eyes is the beauty of the Master. Open your eyes.
After giving us the initiation the Master
does not become careless of us. He sits
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within us in the form of the Shabd. So
here He says, "Master is within you. Open
your eyes and see how your Master is
present within you. He is not in America
or anywhere else. He is always present
within you. You need to open your eyes
and see Him there."
Sufi Saint Bulleh Shah has said, "The
Emperor is not far away from you but
you do not have the eye with which you
can see him. That is why your life is full
of suffering."

In your ears is the Shabda of the
Master. Listen to it and reach the
inner heaven.
Paltu Sahib says, "You are sleeping but
your Master is awake and He is calling
you from within. At least you should hear
His voice."
But He says that it is a pity that you
are sleeping while your Master is awake,
and still you claim to be a lover of God.
He says that your Master is awake within
you and He is calling you, but you have
the intoxication of the worldly pleasures
and because of that you are sleeping; but
still when you get up you say that you are
in love with God.

Radha Soami has said, This is the real
Path. Those who believe in it with
good fortune go across.
Now Swami Ji Maharaj says that the Path
of the Masters which the Masters show
us, is the highest of all Paths. And those
who obey the commandments of the Masters, who do things according to the instructions of the Master, holding them by
the hand, Master makes them cross this
ocean of life. They do not say that you
will get the liberation in your next lifetime. They say, "Come now, do now, and
get the results now." I get many letters
from the dear ones; when they get initiation they write to me and tell me that they
have been initiated. I reply to them,

With Sant Ji in Australia
RAAJ KUMAR BAGGA

What desire do they have? Why do
they suffer so much?
For liberating the souls they travel in
so many countries.
PALTU SAHIB
N THIS world

only the love of the Saints
is selfless. For the sake of the souls
they travel. They don't have any desire for
traveling. They go to places only to collect their scattered souls. Jesus told the
story of the farmer who traveled everywhere searching for his lost sheep. In the
same way, in order to collect His lost
sheep, Sant Ajaib Singh has begun a onemonth long tour to Australia, the West
Coast of the United States, Canada, and
England. Here is the account of His trip
to Australia:

I

APRIL 25, 1985:
Today we left Delhi at 10:30 a.m. and
arrived Bombay at 12:15. Our next flight
was at 3 p.m. so we went to the waiting
lounge where Sant Ji rested. How do the
Saints shower grace on the souls? An example of this was seen here. One girl who
was flying with us in the same airplane became sick and she was brought into the
same room as we were. While she was lying down there, one old Sikh gentleman
came to ask about her, and he thought
that I was the doctor who was treating the
girl. So he asked me about her. When I
told him I was not the doctor, he sat there
in that room and, waiting for the real doctor, he started listening to the conversation between Sant Ji and Pathi Ji. At that
time Sant Ji and Pathi Ji were talking
about farming and planting the fruit orchard and things like that. For a while he
listened to the conversation, and then, attracted to Sant Ji, he interrupted Him and
asked permission to give some informa-

tion about lime trees and mango trees,
Sant Ji allowed him to talk and that old
gentleman told Sant Ji a lot about how
to plant mango trees and the lime trees
and how to protect them, what precautions should be taken, etc. Very innocently, Sant Ji listened to him and gave him
a lot of darshan during that time. That
old gentleman did not know that the
Almighty Lord Who has created the
whole creation was sitting in front of him
and giving him darshan. Still, after a
while, the effect of the darshan was very
well seen on the face of that old man. God
Almighty Himself makes one or another
arrangement for the souls whom the
Saints have to liberate. Those on #horn
the Saints cast their gracious sight, they
become free from birth and death. "0Nanak, those who have seen the Master or
heard about him, they did not go in the
womb again."
At Bombay airport, about two hundred
dear ones had come to see Sant Ji. But
since the customs regulations did not allow us to go out or them to come in they
became disappointed. At the last minute
some people managed to get special permission from the airport authorities and
they came in to see Sant Ji, while the
other people had to be satisfied just looking at Him through the glass window. We
left Bombay at 3 p.m. and at 10:45 we
landed in Singapore. Our plane stopped
there for one hour and Sant Ji took long
walks for about half an hour. It was a
nice stop. We proceeded to Australia in
the same plane.
APRIL26:
Second day. At 4:30 in the morning we
landed at the airport in Perth which is in
the western part of Australia. After stopping here for one hour, again we flew,
SANT BANI
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and at 12 noon we arrived at Sidney airport. At the airport many dear ones, including Bruce Cowan, the Representative
of Master in Australia, were waiting for
us. From the airport we drove to Kirpal
Kendra straight away. Kirpal Kendra is
about 200 kilometers from the airport in
Sidney, and we drove that distance. Situated in the Hunter Valley, it is on a piece
of land of 50 acres. You can see the beautiful mountains all around Kirpal Kendra.
In 1980 when Sant Ji came here, Australia was having a severe drought, so it was
all dry. But this time it was very green,
and the greenery on the mountains made
it more beautiful. Far away from the business of the city, the environment here is
very congenial for the devotion of the
Lord. From one side you can see the
beauty of the mountains, and on the other
side is flowing the Wallenby River. It
seemed as if Nature has blessed this place
with all its beauty and blessings. In such
an environment who would not like to
bow down in front of the Almighty Lord
to express his gratitude for all the blessings he has received from the Lord?
We arrived in Kirpal Kendra at 5 p.m.
The dear ones were waiting for Sant Ji in
the Satsang Hall. They were singing bhajans. As soon as we arrived in the Kendra, it drizzled a little and the weather
became more pleasant. The dear ones
were singing "Tu mera pita, tu ha mera
mata, tu mera bandap, tu mere bhrata
. . ." (You are my father, you are my
mother, you are my friend, you are my
brother.) All the relations of the world are
full of self-interest. Only the love of the
Master and the relation of the Master is
selfless. He is our Father, our Mother,
our Friend, our Brother. He is the real
relative of our soul, and He has come in
this world to take us back to Sach Khand,
our Real Home.
On arriving in the Satsang Hall, first
Sant Ji thanked Supreme Father Kirpal
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with whose grace we all got together. In
His brief talk, He said, "It is just like
someone's son who falls into bad company and becomes a bad person, and after
killing someone, goes to jail. His father,
even though he is not pleased with the
work he has done, still because of his love
for his son and because he is attached to
the son, he tries everything to get his son
released from jail. In the same way, even
though the Almighty Lord is not pleased
with our bad deeds, still He loves us, and
hearing our plea, He leaves His home
which is full of comforts and happiness,
and comes into this world which is full of
sufferings and problems, assumes the human body, and releases us from the prison of the Negative Power."
APRIL27
From today, the schedule of the program started. At 3 a.m. the bell was rung
and the dear ones sat in meditation. After a brief break, the dear ones meditated
again from seven to eight, and Sant Ji
made the dear ones sit in meditation. Before making them sit Sant Ji said, "The
power of mind is not more than the power of Shabd Dhun. If we meditate after
making our mind quiet, Shabd Dhun will
pull our soul up. Constant simran is the
only remedy to make our mind quiet.". . .
After this the children had their satsang
with Sant Ji. The children sang bhajans
with love and devotion.
In the children's satsang, Sant Ji said,
"Children are innocent souls and it is the
responsibility of the parents to make their
lives. Valmik, who was an initiate of
Kabir Sahib, [in His incarnation as
Maninder, in the Second Age or Treta
Yuga], was a great dacoit before meeting
his Master. It was by his mother's contribution that he became a dacoit. One day
when Valmik killed someone, he found
only one penny in his pocket. Valmik felt
sorry for the person, and he felt very bad

that he had killed someone for only one
penny. So because of that, the next day
he decided that he would not go and kill
people. When his mother saw that he was
not willing to get up and go to his job,
she asked him why. He replied, 'Mother,
yesterday I killed a person for one penny
and I feel very bad. Why did I have to
kill someone for just one penny?' Hearing this, his mother was surprised; she
worried, 'If he will not continue killing
people and bringing in money, how will
the family survive?' So she took that penny and went into the market and bought
many fish and brought them home, where
she removed the fish from the water and
let them die in front of Valmik. Then she
said, 'Son, you are feeling sorry for killing just one soul? Just see how many
souls the person who sold this fish to me
has killed for one penny. Get up and attend to your responsibilities.' So, inspired
by his mother, Valmik became a dacoit.
Later on he met Kabir, who made him
realize that he was the one who would
suffer the consequences of the karma he
was doing. Then he fell at the feet of
Kabir and became his initiate.
"So the meaning of telling this story is
that it is up to the parents: if they want
they can make their children good, if they
want they can make their child a bad person. In the homes and families of satsangis, God always sends good souls. That
is why it is our duty to bring up our children according to the teachings of Sant
Mat ."
After the children's satsang, Sant Ji saw
people in interviews. It was the first time
that there were many people here, so the
schedule was set in such a way that everyone could see Sant Ji at least once in an
interview. Many non-initiates came for interviews, some people even drove from
Sidney, which was about four hours
away, just to see Sant Ji. Then Sant Ji
went in the langar and was very pleased
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to see all the arrangements.
At four o'clock we had the satsang, because here it becomes dark very early. The
hall was full. Many people had camped
in Kirpal Kendra, but many others drove
from Sidney or nearby cities to attend the
satsangs. Today He commented on the
Bani of Swami Ji Maharaj: "Oh dear one,
search for the Satguru; in this world, this
is the precious ruby." Explaining the purpose and the importance of human birth,
Sant Ji said, "If we want to search for
anything in this world, if we want to obtain anything in this world, it is Sant Satguru, or Almighty God. Ever since our
soul has been separated from that Lord,
she has been suffering and wandering
here and there. Only in the human birth
can we do the devotion of the Lord and
go back to our real home and make our
soul meet Almighty Lord."
After the satsang, once again, all the
dear ones got together in the satsang hall
and Sant Ji went there again. The dear
ones were singing bhajans even though
the bhajans are not written in their own
language. Still, they sang the bhajans with
so much devotion, love and faith that on
hearing them one feels overwhelmed.
They make the environment very devotional. In this brief session of bhajan singing Sant Ji said, "We can sing the songs
of God's praise only if it is in the will of
Lord and only if the Lord is gracious on
us."
APRIL28:
Like yesterday, today also the program
started at three o'clock in the morning
with meditation. At seven o'clock once
again Sant Ji put people into meditation.
Today He said, "The devotion of Lord is
a precious wealth. It is the conqueror of
lust, greed, anger, attachment and egoism. It is the giver of real happiness and
respect. The devotees of God are not less
than God Himself. But we cannot get this

precious wealth of God by ourselves. Unless we go in the company of the Saints
we cannot do the devotion."
Today also after the morning meditation, we had children's satsang. The children are very disciplined here. Today Sant
Ji told the children the story of Sheikh
Farid and how He was inspired by His
mother to become a saint. When He was
very young, his mother told Him, "Dear
one, you should do the devotion of the
Lord." Sheikh Farid replied, "Mother,
will God give me sugar if I do His devotion?" His mother said, "Yes, dear son,
not only sugar, but He will give you
everything if you do His devotion." For
the first few days his mother had to work
hard. She had to put some sugar under
the prayer mat of Sheikh Farid so that He
would always be tempted to do the devotion of the Lord. But later on when
Sheikh Farid went inside and tasted the
sweetness of Naam He said, "Jaggery, sugar, honey, buffalo milk, all these things
are sweet; but oh, my mother, there is no
one as sweet as God."
Today also, many dear ones came to
see Sant Ji. In the afternoon satsang at
four o'clock Sant Ji commented on the
Bani of Guru Ramdas Ji. He said, "Like
the mother nourishes the children and always keeps them in her protection, in the
same way a Satguru protects the disciples.
Just as a mother nourishes her child even
before giving birth to it, in the same way,
God almighty protects us before and after our birth. The souls within whose
heart there is yearning for Almighty Lord,
God brings those souls in the contact of
the Saints. For Saints the distance does
not make any difference. Perfect Mahatmas of the highest degree are exemplified
by the cuckoo birds. Just like the cuckoo
birds lay the eggs in the mountains and
fly down to the land in the cold season,
and through their contemplation they
hatch the eggs, in the same way, Saints
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protect their souls. In their physical body,
Saints exist at one place at a time; but
in their Shabd Form They are present everywhere at one time." Today's program
ended by the evening darshan in which
again the dear ones same some beautiful
bhajans.
APRIL29:
Today eleven dear ones were initiated.
Today is our last day here, so the dear
ones who had not seen Sant Ji yet were
here to see Him. So the whole morning
was spent in meeting the dear ones. At
three o'clock the children had invited Sant
Ji to attend a piriata. They say that it is
like a Mexican independence celebration
in which they put some sweets, balloons,
etc., into a box and they also blow up
some balloons and tie them to the box.
Then the box is hung downward from a
rope and a person sometimes lowers it,
sometimes pulls it up, and the person who
is trying to hit the box is wearing a blindfold, and he has to hit it with a stick. The
moment he is able to break the box, he
gets all the sweets. It was something like
that. Sant Ji was invited to attend that,
and he was very impressed. The children
were very happy to have Sant Ji among
themselves for the celebration. It was very
sweet and nice. The box which they were
supposed to hit and break was full of parshad. The dear ones not only got the parshad but also enjoyed the game.
After that program, in the satsang hall
Sant Ji commented on the Bani of Guru
Ramdas Ji. "Moment after moment the
mind falls into illusion and runs away a
lot; not even for a moment does he stop
in his real home." Explaining this hymn,
Sant Ji said, "If there is any obstacle between us and the Lord, it is the obstacle
of the mind. Mind is like a crazy person
who always wants to remain outside his
home; he does not want to come and live
in his home. If lovingly you bring him to

his home and lock him inside the home,
for a short time he will try to break the
windows and doors and run out of that
house. But if the doors and windows are
very strong and if he cannot break them
open, he will start looking around in the
house where he has been captured. He
will look at the clothes and the food and
things like that, and when he starts enjoying the things which are in the home, then
he will not want to leave it; he will start
to take good care of it.
"In the same way, if we bring the mind
back to his home, in the beginning, for
the first few days he may try to run out
and become rebellious. But if we manage
to keep him in his real home for some
time, he will realize how beautiful his own
home is, and once he realizes the beauty
and glory of his home he will not want
to leave it. So when we bring our mind
to Trikuti, which is his residence, then he
will become our good friend, and he will
help us on our way up to Sach Khand."
Today also, in the evening at seventhirty, Sant Ji came to the meditation hall
where the dear ones had gathered to sing
the bhajans. The evening darshans were
similar to the evening darshans in Rajasthan where Sant Ji comes on top of the
roof and the dear ones sing the bhajans,
and then He says goodnight to everyone.
So it reminded anyone who had been to
Rajasthan of those occasions, and Sant
Ji also seemed to enjoy those sessions.
The dear ones had learned some new bhajans and it was very nice to hear them sing
them.
APRIL 30:
In the morning we had the morning

meditation which was for only half an
hour. After the meditation, in His great
farewell talk, Sant Ji said, "The relation
of the Master with the disciple is not a
temporary relationship. It is not as
though a Master comes and meets the disciple, gives him the initiation and leaves
from that place, and the relationship
ends. It is not like that. The relationship
between the disciple and the Master never
ends. He may loosen the rope, but He will
not leave the rope; He will not leave the
disciple. You should not think that now
I am leaving Australia, so I won't be with
you. At the time of the initiation, Master
makes such an arrangement that He sits
within the disciple and He watches his every single action."
Sant Ji told all the dear ones that they
should maintain love and respect for each
other: "Because it is only with the love
which they will have for each other, that
the other dear ones be attracted. And if
the satsangis become an example for the
other dear ones it will glorify the name
of their Master."
After the farewell talk, all the dear ones
lined up for the final darshan, although
most of the dear ones were driving down
to Sydney where, in the airport, a room
had been arranged so that all the dear
ones could have one more farewell darshan. We drove from Kirpal Kendra to
Sydney. We arrived in Sydney at about
11:30 a.m. and went to the apartment of
Bruce Cowan. After eating lunch and
resting there awhile, we left for the airport at 3:30 and the flight was at 6 p.m.
So Sant Ji sat with His children in a room
specially arranged for that purpose, and
at six o'clock we left Australia.
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The Miracle of His Grace
another perspective on the Australian tour
BRUCE COWAN

miracle started even before He arT
rived. A few dedicated souls had built
a small guest house in which Sant Ji was
HE

to stay, but there was a lot of finishing
work to do, just two weeks before the
Master's visit. But then He inspired the
sevadars to come, they came earlier than
they planned and somehow all the work
was done, and with so much love. The
guest house with Sant Ji's room was prepared so beautifully. The dais in the meditation hall looked wonderful. Everywhere
things were organized in the shortest possible time. And the excitement built every day as Master's visit approached.
The Master was greeted at the Sydney
airport by a small group of disciples, with
much love and affection, and immediately He began the long drive into the
countryside to Kirpal Kendra. When we
arrived, it had been raining, as it had done
on an unusually large number of days beforehand. But as a result, the ashram
looked remarkably beautiful with green
grass and the flowing river.
All told there were about 75 people
who came to see Sant Ji at Kirpal Kendra. The Satsang in Australia is quite
small. And so we marveled at this miracle of grace, that this loving Saint had
made it possible that our love should fill
Him and He came all this way to be with
his dear ones. And there were a lot of children in the group. Right from the start
Sant Ji gave a lot of attention to the children. He gave a greeting talk on His arrival when everyone was together, and a
segment of the talk specifically related to
the children. He said: "I am very pleased
to see all the dear children and you know
20

that I always love the children. It impresses me very much how the children
are sitting here; they are very disciplined.
Often I have said that the children who
are born in the Satsangi families are special, as the dear souls, and it has been
decided for them in the Court of the Lord
that they will definitely come back to the
Real Home in this lifetime, that is why
they are given birth in the Satsangi families. . . . It becomes the duty of all the
parents to teach them how to be in the discipline and how to understand and follow the Path of the Masters. You know
that they are the precious wealth of yourself and of the country . . . so it is very
important for you to make their lives because they are innocent and they don't
know anything of the world now. It all
depends on you and it is your duty to
make their life." And we came to appreciate that Sant Ji's visit to Australia was
very much for the many children as well
as for the adults.
That night it rained very heavily, and
some of the dear ones got washed out of
their tents and had to seek refuge in the
permanent buildings.
~ R I 27:
L

The first full day of Sant Ji's short program in Australia seemed full with Master's Presence. It commenced with the
morning meditation. It was preceded by a
meditation talk, in which He told us that
the Shabd was stronger than the mind.
Children's Darshan was straight after
morning meditation. In the two morning
sessions, Sant Ji told in full two lovely
stories of how a mother can influence the
SANT BANI

growing child. On the first day, before
telling the story about Valmiki, He said,
"I am very pleased to hear all the bhajans
with children singing with a lot of discipline and a lot of love, and I am very
pleased to attend the Satsang of the children. I always like to do that because children are innocent souls; they are very loving souls because right now they are not
accompanying their minds so much. That
is why they are very fine souls, they are
very receptive to the truth. . . . Whenever
you give any truthful thing to the children
they will receive it very quickly because
they are very receptive, very innocent
souls, they are very fine souls, and they
have selfless love like the Saints, and they
have a lot of patience like the saints
have."
Sant Ji then told the story about
Valmiki, who was a dacoit, to show how
his mother inspired him to rob and kill
people. He concluded by saying: "So it is
in the hands of the parents to make the
life of the children. If the parents are
good and if the parents give them good
teaching, the children can also become
good persons in their life."
The rain had eased, becoming a light,
sweet rain. Despite this, Sant Ji came and
blessed the langar and gave His darshan
to the people lined up to be served.
Sant Ji's first Satsang explained the
principles of the Path for the benefit of
any newcomers, in such a sweet, simple
way. He explained that we should not rely
on the existing religions because even
those who believe in the same Saviour are
fighting each other (Christians fought
Christians in World War I1 and Muslims
are fighting Muslims today in the Middle
East). But while staying in our religions
we should follow the Perfect Living Master, who is able to connect us with the
Shabd, take us lovingly by the hand, and
guide us both in the inner planes and outwardly. He teaches us non-violence, even
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so that we don't take the lives of animals
for food, because they have as much right
to life as we do. When we find the Living
Master we should not hesitate, we should
take the Initiation from Him.
In the evenings Sant Ji agreed to come
to a brief evening Darshan in the meditation hall. As it was after dark,the way to
the hall was lit by kerosene lamps,
reminding Master of India. For a few precious minutes each night, we sat in the
love and remembrance of Kirpal, as we
sang bhajans to Sant Ji.

APRIL
28:
In the Children's Satsang, on the second day, Sant Ji gave further advice on
guiding and inspiring children through the
Satsang. He said: "This Satsang of the
children is very good. Yesterday also I
had said that the children are very receptive, and today I saw that the small children, those who cannot even sing, those
that cannot say a word, but still they try,
looking at other children. They try to clap
their hands, they try to sing, and they try
to do like the other grown-up children.
1 would like to tell John and Judith that
they should tell the children such stories
that will inspire them to study hard and
do well in their school and also such stories should be read to them which could
help them to make their character good
in the life. Because this is our duty, the
duty of the parents and the caretakers, to
make the lives of the children. Such stories and such things should be told to the
children which will inspire them to come
to the Satsang also. And you should try
to give them Parshad every time they
come in the Satsang, because you know
that children are very fond of eating
sweets. So if you give them the Parshad
whenever they come to Satsang they will
like to come again and again. And along
with the Parshad, when you give them
good teachings, and when you tell them

good things, they will become very reflective, and it will be very beneficial for
them." Sant Ji then told a story about
Sheikh Farid and how his mother taught
him to meditate, placing sweets under his
meditation mat and saying they came
from God. The stories Sant Ji told the
children were very sweet.
The weather improved in the morning.
And then, with the first break of sunshine, Sant Ji was seen walking over the
fields of the ashram, down towards the
river. There with Him was the little
ashram dog Tommy. Tommy welcomes
everyone who comes to the ashram, and
he had welcomed Sant Ji the previous
day. Admittedly he was rather disheveled
when he met Him (aren't we all?) as he
always runs down rabbit burrows after
being washed. But today Tommy was
there walking with the Master down by
the river, running to and fro. Pappu came
and joined them, and they walked further
and finally came up through the camping area and the house, where the dear
ones were waiting expectantly. Sant Ji
said to me: "Tommy took me for a walk
in the fields today." Pappu described later
how Tommy had led Master to the river
bank and had run to and fro to tell Him
not to walk closer to the high embankment. Pappu then said: "Tommy is the
real darshan dog. He is a real dog, and
he got the real Darshan!"
And Master's other children. the
grown-ups, were also fed with sweet
words and Parshad in the afternoon Satsang and evening Darshan.

APRIL29:
In the morning, Sant Ji initiated eleven
people, six into the full initiation and five
children into the Sound Current.
The afternoon Satsang and evening
Darshan were a climax for the dear ones
who were receiving Master's love until it
overflowed and even then they were filled
again. Sant Ji gave us all so much in such
a short time that we all felt overjoyed and
intoxicated.

APRIL 30:
There was a brief morning meditation,
followed by a farewell talk and a final
Darshan line. Then all too soon the Master was leaving.
The last day was spent resting in Sydney and a final farewell at a room in the
airport. Again Sant Ji gave out so much
love and, like a caring father, gave us all
together some further advice. Then it was
time for Him to leave, drawn to the many
longing souls in the West Coast of the
U.S.A.
But we in Australia will always remember those special love-filled days, when we
experienced the miracle of His divine
love. We will reflect back with joy on the
dedicated efforts of those who built the
house for Him to stay and who did the
seva preparing for His visit, all of which
was no less a miracle of His doing. And
we will look forward to a further miracle
in the flowering of His Path in Australia
through His children, to whom He gave
so much love and attention.
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The Sword, Part I1
JACK DOKUS
dried astonishingly fast, as
though she absorbed the water. The
stone barrier marked quite a change in the
landscape. Everything was brighter, more
colorful. There was more energy and life
in the trees and flowers. The sky was filled
with puffy cumulus clouds building to giant thunderheads. If a storm broke soon,
then shelter should be found quickly.
By now it was easy to see that sticking
to the path along the river would provide
whatever was needed. All along the way
Regina was provided for. As of yet there
was little disappointment in following her
father's instructions. She moved along
quickly now, more confident of her goal.
"I might just be able to do this," she
mused. A flock of birds flew across the
treetops and out of sight. It was somehow
disturbing. The river was much bigger up
here, and growing step by step. Bridges
crisscrossed at intervals, so that the path
took Regina along each of the riverbanks.
Everything in this region was invigorating. The wind at her back swept her along
at a steady pace. There was no desire to
stop for a midday meal, so progress was
steady through the day.
A little fatigued by sunset, Regina
made camp. "I thought I'd reach an inn
or something before nightfall," she
thought, and prepared her dinner. Having finished, the tired figure pulled her
knees up under her chin, and gazed into
the fire.
There was a rustling in the bushes behind her. She turned quickly and brought
the sword to bear. The form standing
there looked to be her father. The happy
swordsman lowered her weapon, and was
about to run to him when the figure
spoke.
"I am so happy to see you, my dear.
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I've come to lead you the rest of the way."
The glowing metal blazed at his words.
He raised both hands before his face. The
crossed fingers cast eerie shadows upon
a knotted brow. These were not the eyes
of her father!
"I demand to know who you are!" Regina shouted. The figure expanded to a
blur, then contracted to the form of the
dragon. Again it turned and retreated into
the woods, with crows darting above its
head, screeching madly.
The young woman sat down, weak and
confounded. She closed her eyes and wore
away at the journey's hardships with her
tears.
First light fell upon the disheartened
figure walking up the mountain. About
midday, the path ran over another bridge.
Crossing it, Regina encountered a small
pavilion, its open flap waving in the
breeze. An old man walked up from the
riverbank and waved.
"Good morning, pilgrim."
"Good morning, sir," Regina replied
cautiously.
"My stars, a sword of passing! It would
be my honor to break bread with you.
Please share my shelter, such as it is," he
said, and walked inside. The canvas walls
barely yielded enough space for two, but
she accepted.
"Do you take coffee or tea?" he asked,
carrying a bag out to the steaming pot on
the fire.
"Coffee," she replied. He came in and
sat down. "!t will just be a minute or
two." He produced two mugs from a sack
of utensils.
"My name is Scholar."
"I am Regina, daughter of - "
"Freeman," Scholar laughed. "Oh, it's
been so long since I've seen a sword23

bearer this high up. Have you been on the
mountain long?"
"Not overlong. The coffee smells
ready," Regina said, and got up to pour
it, ignoring the old man's protests to let
him serve.
"Do you know my father?"
"Not really. I do know of him though.
I learn something from the souls crisscrossing the bridge. And there are times
when I teach a lick. You look a bit distressed; is there something I can do?"
"I thought I saw my father last night,
but it was only the dragon again."
"Why, that torturous toad! Of all its
nasty tricks! Curse the bogus reptile and
his dark cousins!" the old man shouted,
spilling some of his drink. "The dragon
knows he can only succeed over unarmed
souls. He won't stand face to face against
the sword, that's why he tried to trick
you!" Composing himself, the old man
offered Regina a small loaf of bread, and
pushed a crock of butter toward her. "I'm
completely forgetting my manners," he
said.
"Why does the dragon want to trick
me, and what is the nature of its power?"
"As I'm sure you were told, no king
wants you to go higher than himself. The
dragon is a means of stopping you- was
a means of stopping you. His power is
your own self."
"What? What power do I give it?"
"It's not so much giving energy, but
rather the leathery antagonist purloining
for itself. It is the personification of
this world for you. Release your attraction with these regions completely, and
you'll no longer carry excess baggagein the form of that reptilian satchel of sorrows." In a gentle tone, Scholar continued. "Your mind has taken this form,
that you may confront and be well rid of
it. As for the crows, they've been flying
over your head for ages, in riotous profusion."
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"And what of their nature?" Regina
asked.
"They represent our darker qualities;
attachment, greed, anger - all the less noble aspects of ourselves. If you've come
this far, some may have left already."
"Yes, after leaving the inn, I had given
a little more of myself up to father's wishes. One flew away then. Yet when I was
full of myself at crossing into this realm,
I felt disturbed at their presence."
"You've learned so much, my dear. Use
the sword to dispatch the feathery felons,
as your father intended. Then very little
will stand in your way.''
They emptied the steaming pot, and
passed a little time with their own
thoughts.
"You've been a great help, Scholar.
Please continue upward with me."
"Would that I could, but a swordbearer can go where I may not. I've
worked hard to get this far. There are still
those passing to whom I may be useful.
When one such as your father has pity on
the likes of me, 1'11 be granted further
progress toward the summit. Then we'll
all laugh about our adventures in these
realms, over a hot mug."
It was wonderful to hear the old man
laugh. Regina felt so much better.
"I won't forget you, Scholar."
"Be on your way with good cheer, Pilgrim," the old man said. As he closed the
flap he added: "Now I must be alone to
do some remembering myself."
Turning her back to the pavilion, she
continued toward the summit.
Late afternoon brought Regina to a
compound of huge stone buildings, set
back from the water and road. They had
a high wall around them, with great doors
set in an archway. "Not what I would call
a castle," Regina thought. She wondered
if this could belong to the king of this
region. Walking to the archway, she
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banged on the doors with the heavy metal knocker.
"No one should be there, go away!" a
surprised voice answered. "I am looking
for-" began Regina, when the gates
opened. A man clad in a simple brown
robe walked through, looking through a
book.
"No arrivals are due at this time, we
have no preparations for any-" he
looked up and his eyes fell upon the metal weapon. "Swords? Ah, sword-bearers!
I mean we're prepared to be of service,
of course, but our facilities - " He turned
his head and called: "Brother Punctilious!"
An old man in a like robe came walking toward them. "'Yes, brother Helot,
what is it?"
"A sword-bearer, sir!"
"Oh my, yes. Welcome, dear lady," the
old man said, motioning Helot to leave.
"My name is Regina."
"I am Punctilious; how can I serve you,
your ladyship?"
"I seek the king of this region, and I
thought perhaps-"
"This might be his castle? Oh my dear,
how you are mistaken!"
"What is this place, then?"
"This is the king's correction station,
one of many, actually. But where are my
manners? Please accept our hospitality,
and allow us to offer accommodations for
the night."
"I accept. Can you tell me something
of this place?"
"Certainly, let's talk over dinner," he
said, and led the way to a dining room,
much like the one at the inn of the lower
realms.
"The brotherhood serves the king, and
whoever he sends us, by helping them fulfill their dreams," said Brother Punctilious over a bowl of fruit.
"HOW,and to what purpose?" Regina
asked.
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"We do very little; everyone prepares
their own situation. You see, each soul is
subject to its own actions. Traveling up
and down the mountain, everyone makes
impressions on each other's minds. Sometimes we are kind, sometimes a bit less
than civil. Here, we provide facilities for
the results of these impressions to be
worked out - sometimes pleasure, sometimes pain. The dreams they could not
achieve, but desired, are bestowed here,
by the king's great power. A generous
monarch, is he not, granting his subjects
everything they wish?"
"Not to be impolite -but he grants all
desires but one, sir."
"There is no exception! All desires are
fulfilled, m'lady ."
"His subjects are denied access to the
upper regions."
"I said he grants all desires -there is
hardly a soul in the world who seeks that!
When they do, your father or someone
like him will see to their needs." He
looked at the sword, then added, "As you
well know." Rising from the table, he
asked Regina to follow. "You must be
tired; what sleeping arrangements do you
desire?"
"I desire to reach the summit, and see
my father once again. I rest however I
can, when sleep overtakes me."
"I only ask, m'lady, it is my job to see
to everyone's desires and rewards."
They walked through hallways, passing
door after door on either side. Punctilious offered to show her how the station
functioned, and allowed her to look into
some of the rooms. Each contained a
slumbering soul, dreaming in blissful
contentment, or suffering through nightmares resulting from the mind's impressions.
"We supply very little, they bring what
they deserve within their very selves.
When they awake, each should be a little
wiser."
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They came to a small room with a bed
and little else.
"This section is used when we experience an occasional overflow. Will you
require anything more?"
"No thank you, you've been more than
kind," the sleepy traveler said, then closed
the door.
The next morning, Brother Helot was
waiting to escort her down to breakfast.
He talked as they walked along.
"Honored lady, I do so wish to apologize for the way you were greeted at the
gate. That was entirely my fault. Everything here runs rather smoothly, with very
few surprises. I became flustered to think
new arrivals were at the gates, and we not
prepared at all. Normally, everything proceeds along evenly and balanced. It's quite
upsetting to have the scales tipped, quite
upsetting. It's distressing to even speak of
it! Here we are! Brother Punctilious is
waiting."
They entered a small room, very close
to a kitchen-judging by the aromas.
Smiles and morning greetings were exchanged as the three seated themselves.
Upon the table sat hot and cold beverages, fruit, honeycakes, a variety of rolls
and cheeses.
"I'm impressed," Regina said.
"This is to make up for your tasteless
greeting yesterday," Brother Punctilious
said, giving a sidelong glance to Brother
Helot.
"No fuss was necessary, gentlemen.
However did you know I liked this
cheese? Hmm-even the holes are delicious. You treat me like royalty."
"We wish only to do our best, and this
is an honor for us, revered lady. You will
be with our king shortly. I ask only that
you speak well of your treatment here,
and a kind word to your father on our behalf would be appreciated. Is there anything more that we can do for you?"
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"Nothing. I should be setting out
again."
They walked to the gates, and Regina
passed through. She waved as the huge
doors swung closed.
Regina walked beside the river throughout the morning, and crossed over a
bridge to continue along the opposite
bank. Slowly the sound of the rushing
water grew. Its sound passed the level she
experienced at the first king's castle, and
yet she still could not see its source. The
powerful vibrations were all around her.
The river rushed along, often throwing
white foam well up the rocky embankments on either side. Turning a bend, the
roar struck her ears with great force. In
the center of a raging pool sat a number
of powerful and mighty fountains, tier
above tier. Atop the highest spouts floated the castle, glistening in the light, as the
water collected upon, and ran down, its
sides. The air was sparkling from the
spray, and the sword-bearer approached
the castle thoroughly soaked.
As with the last castle, Regina could see
no entrance, and this monarch kept his
home in the sky to boot! She walked all
around the banks of the pool from which
the fountains sprang, but could not discover a means of entry.
Thinking to employ the same method
as before, she drew the sword. However,
if a passage did run down under the
water, how could that lead up to her destination? Eying a small dock, she realized
a boat might be the answer, and moved
in for a closer look. The dock contained
no trace of any vessel. Regina set the
sword point upon the wood surface and
rested her hands on the handle.
Although lost in thought over the situation, she soon became aware of
movement -the dock was floating away
from the shore. The vessel gained speed
as it neared the spouts. Although joining
overhead, there were spaces between each
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column of water at the pools surface. She meet with the king, but she was a bit cufloated under the liquid arch, and was rious and wanted to explore this strange
drawn quickly toward a powerful, spin- castle as well. The view from her balconing, central spout, hidden from the shore ny was breathtaking, and showed the
water winding its way down and through
by the fountain's spray.
Regina's experience on the mountain the lands below. She traced her most retaught her to release her fears, and trust cent progress back along the ebb and flow
to her father's protection. Still, she had until it vanished in the mists.
The castle was at the timberline. A wall
some apprehension as her craft was lifted by the spinning water, and shot up- marked the boundary where one world
ward. The sword pushed its way deep into ended and the other began. She couldn't
the wood, and served as a useful device see much up the mountain where the trees
in remaining atop the raft. In an aquatic thinned and ended. Actually, there wasn't
flash she found herself within a dimly lit much of anything to see.
She left her chamber to seek the king,
room, the craft floating within a small
pool. When she floated to the water's and found him at the end of the hallway.
"Good morning, Sir."
edge, Regina stepped from the craft. The
"Good morning. I see you are well restsword became free easily now, and was
ed. Come, we have prepared for your
sheathed.
Crystaline lights, not unlike the first awakening; breakfast is this way."
They made their way toward the center
castle, were embedded in the domed ceiling. Stairs spiraled up the walls, and of the Castle. Passing under a large archlooked to be the only exit, so up she went. way they came to an open inner courtIt was a long way. This structure was yard. There were trees and flowers all
much bigger than it looked from the about a pool which had a fountain at its
ground. Finally the top was in sight, and center. The water sprayed high into the
with it, the door.
air, fanning out and dispersing a gentle
Regina wondered if she should knock fall back onto the pool. This gave the ator just lift the latch and continue through. mosphere a sparkling freshness; the very
There was little doubt about being in the air seemed alive.
right place this time. Yes, opening the
Sitting down to the small but adequate
door was right and proper, and she did breakfast, the king asked how he could
SO.
be of service.
The door opened into a large room, on
"You may serve the name of my father
the far side of which sat the king. She in granting whatever knowledge he would
started toward him, and he rose and met have me know, and passing me into the
her halfway.
higher kingdom."
"Greetings in my father's name."
"You've learned to know what to seek,"
"I welcome you. The Castle and all it the king said in slightly mock surprise.
holds are yours. I will render unto you all Regina was impatient t o proceed higher
that my duty demands. Please take what- and did not take the king's remark kindever time you need to refresh yourself and ly. Placing her hands on her hips she reregain your strength. Your chambers are plied: "From the base of this mountain
at the hall's end . . . why not rest awhile?" one is not aware of all that lies here above
Regina thanked him and willingly took the lower world. Who could believe all
her rest.
this knowledge, all these wonders, float
The next morning found her eager to above the head? Down there I couldn't
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even guess what to seek. It is only upon
rising that one learns how much knowledge is here. Even with all its activity, all
its change, my life on those lower plains
was tiresome and dull as compared with
the mountain. For all its interests and
beauty, even the lower levels can't compare with these upper regions!"
Seeming to expect her overconfidence,
the king replied evenly: "You haven't seen
everything. For the convenience of your
understanding, your path has been
broken into three grand divisions: The
first you have passed, the second you are
now in. A third exists, as I know your
Father told you. You are free to wander
through them all. There are side roads
and paths branching from side roads!
Think of what can be learned!" The king
looked intently into her face and continued.
"Think of the beauty you can enjoy!
Think of the rich experiences . . ."
"I've thought long enough!" Regina
shouted. "It is my failing to overthink. To
reason through a problem is legitimate.
But this endless run of the mind throughout my life has gotten me nowhere!"
Unaffected by his guest's fire, the king
replied, "I just thought you might like to
stay awhile, and profit fully from the wisdom contained in my kingdom." With a
note of disgust he folded his arms and
added, "The next region is empty and
uninteresting."
The king slowly paced in a circle about
Regina as he continued.
"I can offer you knowledge and power.
I can even offer you an exalted position.
There is so much for you here!"
"All you can offer me is here," was the
quick reply, in a tone of thinly disguised
smugness. Pointing toward the summit
she continued, "My home and father lie
beyond, which makes here hardly
enough!"
With a wry face the monarch reminded

Regina, "You talk so strongly now about
being tempted with so little, yet not so
long ago half such an offer would have
been more than enough."
A beautiful landscape and some sweet
strawberries had been enough to forestall
her progress at the journey's outset. She
forgot that the strength and confidence
which she had gathered in progressing upward was newly acquired, and a gift of
her father's at that. Left to herself, she
wouldn't have started the climb, and all
the crows would yet be pecking away at
their leisure. Yes, the lofty spot upon
which she now stood was to her father's
credit.
The king merely stated a subtle fact,
but it had its humbling effect on Regina.
She was uncomfortable and asked to be
shown the way to the next region.
"Please follow me, then," he said. Passing a window a dark speck in the distance
caught Regina's attention. "A crow," she
thought. In silence they walked the length
of a hallway which ended in a simple
door.
Without stopping the king opened the
door inward and the pair entered.
In the soft light a sense of walls or ceiling was absent. They continued beyond
the door until they stopped at the edge of
a small round pool. The water within
swirled in a sparkling whirlpool, the
center of which 'was luminous. Regina
found her attention drawn to its center.
"Place the sword there," the king instructed. As the blade was slowly immersed it began to hum. Without warning
the sword was pulled into the light, and
with her firm hold, Regina was drawn
within. The water rumbled all about her.
The light broke into stars, and the stars
formed clusters; these revolved and
formed images of herself. Twisting and
spinning forms passed by. She saw her
past and present; the lowlands and crows,
the mountain, her father . . .
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She flowed down the watery tunnel, next height. Definitely her sword was now
then shot upward, finally breaking the the most wonderful work of art she had
surface of white water. Struggling within ever known, and here she sat holding it.
the currents she caught a glimpse of the It had become part of her, sharing her pilwall and lofty castle. She reckoned cor- grimage.
Regina hoped her father would be
rectly that she had passed into the next
pleased with her -the new her, for the old
region.
With a prolonged effort, Regina gained self was shed below. It would be a wiser
the shore and climbed up the banks. The and more conscious woman who set foot
sword, strangely enough, was not a on the summit.
"Will he approve of the new me?" she
weight in the rapids. It had the opposite
effect and rather provided bouyancy. She thought.
"He must, for he knew me all the while,
placed it beside her as she lay down to
rest. To her surprise, she wasn't as tired and this adventure was for my own disas she should have been, and comment- covery!"
ed to herself that either she was getting
Not wanting to delay their reunion a
in shape or developing a knack for this. moment more, she pressed swiftly
After a brief rest she continued upward. onward.
The earth hardly contained the water's
Although this kingdom seemed empty
from the castle's view, it was actually full flow now. The forceful waters leaped
to the brim. True, there were less flowers from their course, filling the air. It was
and trees, but this seemed necessary to ac- difficult to see where water ended and
commodate an expanded flora exceeding earth began, for the spray was everythe limits of their form. The very essence where. The sun was yet in the sky, but setof life flowed from each plant and shrub, ting. In the clear raking light she reached
filling every inch of space.
the next rise, and saw the high king's
Regina began exploring this new realm, castle.
and followed the powerful and thunderThere it loomed, high in the air, withous water flow. It wasn't long before the out tangible support, other than the raintrees thinned and all but disappeared, the bows upon which it set. The multi-colored
tiny shrubs the only outward sign of plant arches crisscrossed and intersected in
life remaining. Nature was content to sim- ways that defied the laws of optics. The
ply be here, with little need to show itself. castle itself was a fountain. The fountain;
The exhilarated pilgrim felt more aware for from it came the water which fed all
of life here than below, where nature else. A mist issued forth from its gate conwore her cold coverings. The feeling of densing into a raging liquid force when
oneness was a wonderful experience, and it met the earth below. The tallest tower
harder to know in the lower levels where bulged at the top, forming a huge sphere,
the energy of nature was divided into so which seemed to sway back and forth.
many lifeforms.
Regina could not guess the means of
Progress through the day was swift, entrance to this castle. She drew the
with little need for food or rest. During sword, for it had always been the way. Inlate afternoon, Regina stopped more out stinctively she held it heavenward. It had
of habit than necessity. She loved how become so beautiful. Near perfect and
everything was so clear and crisp. No bright, its runes and designs etched clear
matter how breathtaking the view, it was and deep. It hummed with her father's
only a preview of the beauty found at the power, which began to flow into her
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hands. The tingling sensation was a little
startling. With the small part of her attention not lost to the sword, she realized
she was floating, born aloft by the sword.
Up through the rainbows she rose, climbing the prism steps of color until the condensing mist gave way to a ceiling of
water. The point broke the undersurface
and drew Regina into the deep coolness.
The next moment her conveyance broke
top surface and bobbed corklike, providing a swimming aid.
Regina reached the edge of the huge
pool, and stepped out over the knee-high
wall. Looking back over the water, she
saw a fountain at the far end, which drew
water from an unknown source, letting it
fall in sheets over the rims of its pentagon shaped bowl. Her feet stood on a
mosaic of opalescent squares, each in a
different hue with no two alike.
In the distance stood the domed turret.
Regina sheathed her sword and walked
toward the unusual structure. At the base
of the inverted tear-drop tower was an
open archway. Regina passed through,
and found the high king seated on a
throne. The room had a hearth and fire
at its center. The room was paneled in
rich grained hardwoods, yet was of simple design, leaving it's visual quality to be
carried by the beautiful materials.
The king rose, took a step, and gave a
polite bow.
"The wise pilgrim has arrived." he said.
"I bring my father's greetings," she
replied.
"What is your desire?"
"To acquire the knowledge to complete
my journey."
"Then I must show it to you; it's a
tempting sight indeed."
The king walked around the fire which
blazed higher as he circled. Turning away
unexpectedly he motioned Regina to follow with a wave of the hand. They both
entered a terrace which gave a grand view

of virtually all the mountain below. She
grasped the railing for balance as she
detected a slight swaying motion. The castle turned below them, and she understood the nature of the tower.
They were rising in a huge balloon
which gave an overview of everything.
The path's twists and turns which had
seemed so confusing along the way now
assumed definite patterns; the random
rocks and trees joined to create a new
sense of shape and form. If there was anything below which did not make sense,
she couldn't see it.
"It all works together in harmony."
Regina said. "The way here is so simple
and clear. And while down within it, I
also was part of the harmony. Feeling
separate and alone is due to a low point
of view. Experiencing only small parts
of it makes it easy to identify with it
and become attached to it. But from
here, experiencing the whole, it's easier
to turn my back on it and rejoin my
father."
"Do not speak hastily, your ladyship!
You have come far; enjoy the heights
you've earned; all of this is yours!"
"Because it is mine I can leave it. How
can one go beyond a point until that point
is attained? My father knew that I
couldn't love him fully until the mountain
was conquered and passed from my heart,
allowing him his full and rightful seat
there."
"You're not seeing it properly at all!"
argued the king. "Here, look now!" He
pointed toward the pool through which
she had come. It's surface calmed and
through it Regina saw scenes of the world
through which she had recently passed.
The huge lens offered images of beauty,
glory, and power.
"I have already rejected this, and want
none of it!" Regina said firmly but evenly.
The king's anger rose, and he stamped
around the deck. "I offered so much. look
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how great it is!" His antics shook the
craft, and Regina lost her footing and fell
over the railing toward the pool and it's
visions.
The sword sprang to her hands unaided, slowing her fall until she floated
like a speck in a sunbeam. She came to
rest by the pool's fountain, where stood
her father. It was indeed he, and more
powerful and grand than she could have
known him below. Her journey bred new
respect and appreciation for Adam Freeman's strength and wisdom. Regina rested the sword on the fountain's edge and
threw her arms around her father.
"We are nearly home, daughter," her
father said with a beautiful, pleased grin.
Regina voiced no reply, for what she felt
was communicated heart to heart.
"Now we shall pass the final stage
together, and rise into my kingdom,
where you can live as your true self."
Regina knew they stood at the mountain's summit, and couldn't imagine how
they could rise higher.
"We are leaving the mountain, never to
return," he said. "Look at the sword."
Regina turned to see the sword slide
into the fountain where it decomposed
into its basic minerals, then dissolved into
the water.
"Its energy no longer needs the form of
the blade, and it has returned to its essence. You shall now do likewise."
Adam walked arm in arm with his
daughter a few steps to face one of the
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falls of the fountain squarely, and spoke
further: "We are not of the mountain at
all, but of the heavens. You should not
be living among the trees and flowers below, but in the clouds above! Be not surprised to hear this, for if I had said to
ascend to the sky, you would have
thought it impossible; you found the
mountain hard enough."
He pointed toward the water, flowing
in a smooth, even sheet over the fountain's edge, and continued: "You have
learned where you are; now see what you
are."
Regina saw her image reflected in the
water, next to her father's. She learned
what great power was in him and the
sword, in the water, and herself.
"I am that!" She exclaimed, and moved
toward the water, passing into her reflection as though through a portal. Merging into the pool her essence spread
outward and upward.
"I have taken form as the water of life,
for the benefit of all the mountain and the
lands below. Through the water is life
given-I am in every raindrop, in every
tear. The rain of love which I send from
our lofty home is turned, at best, to a
reign of justice by the mountain's high
king. Therefore, you cannot be happy
here."
The two then merged and rose as
the same power, passing the king who
pounded the railing choking in his
dryness.
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